Creative nature loan box

Our Past, Your Future celebrates the STEM heritage of the Newcastle,
Northumberland and North Tyneside. As well as promoting of the rich
STEM heritage of the region the project also aims to increase awareness of
the diverse range of STEM careers that are currently available locally.

Our online map highlights the STEM achievements and significant people,
places and objects related to STEM in our region throughout history. It is
community created and new pins are being added all the time.
It is easily searchable by selecting the categories so it’s easy to find
relevant examples of local STEM for use in many subject lessons.

Our Past, Your Future is a project by Museums Northumberland working in partnership
with NUSTEM at Northumbria University and Historic England and is funded by the
North of Tyne Combined Authorities.

How to use this box
In this box there is a set of resources you can use in any way you want.
We have included teaching activities that could take 15-20 minutes or a full lesson
depending on how you would like to use them.
This booklet also includes further lesson suggestions and links to themes related to art
and nature which can be explored further and developed into lesson and activity ideas.
Our aim is to give your students an appreciation of the natural world by looking at from
the perspectives of artists, scientists, filmmakers, musicians and engineers.
A note about our links: Long links have been shortened using bit.ly to check a link before use
you can copy it into your browser and then add + at the end. This will give you information
before taking you to the site.

What's in the box?
• 12 x bug magnifying pots
• 3x bug viewer pots
• 6 x scoopers
• 12x magnifying glass
• 6x handheld microscopes
• 1x battery charger
• Digital USB microscope
• Rechargeable AA batteries
• 3x Clip on microscope for tablets
• 4 x box of prepared slide samples
• Build-a-garden
•
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• 12x sensory leaf tile
Book: I like the outdoors
Book: Evelyn the Entomologist
Book: What a Wonderful World
Book: Under Your Feet
Book: Snail Trail
Book: Anywhere Artist
Book: Swirl by Swirl
Book: The things that I love about trees
Book: Mark Catesby’s Nature Colouring
Book: Gordon the Wildlife Filmmaker
Garden Birds log book
Wildlife Explorers Handbook

• Green bean life cycle models
• Nature bingo cards
• British wildlife snap cards
• 4x mini flower press
• A3 Nature bingo cards and call sheet
• Nature memory/ card games
• Golden ratio viewfinders
• Fabric leaves
• Selection of model minibeasts

All boxes are checked prior to being loaned to schools. If, however, you find any item is
damaged, missing (or has parts missing) or is not in a suitable condition for use please
let us know.

Curriculum links EYFS (from September 2021)
The activities within our loan boxes meet many of the Early Learning Goals with strongest links to
the following:

Communication and Language
ELG: Listening, Attention and Understanding
• Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions
when being read to and during whole class discussions and small group interactions;
ELG: Speaking
• Participate in small group, class and one-to-one discussions, offering their own ideas, using
recently introduced vocabulary;
• Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
ELG: Managing Self
• Be confident to try new activities and show independence, resilience and perseverance in the
face of challenge;
ELG: Building Relationships
• Work and play cooperatively and take turns with others

Physical Development
ELG: Gross Motor Skills
• Negotiate space and obstacles safely, with consideration for themselves and others;
• Move energetically, such as running, jumping, dancing, hopping, skipping and climbing.
ELG: Fine Motor Skills
• Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing
• Use a range of small tools, including scissors, paint brushes and cutlery;
• Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing.

Literacy
ELG: Comprehension
• Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and narratives
using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary;
• Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, nonfiction, rhymes and poems and during role-play.

Curriculum links EYFS (from September 2021)
Mathematics
ELG: Numerical Patterns
• Compare quantities up to 10 in different contexts, recognising when one quantity is greater than,
less than or the same as the other quantity;
• Explore and represent patterns within numbers up to 10, including evens and odds, double facts
and how quantities can be distributed equally.

Understanding the World
ELG: Past and Present
• Talk about the lives of the people around them and their roles in society;
• Know some similarities and differences between things in the past and now, drawing on their
experiences and what has been read in class;
• Understand the past through settings, characters and events encountered in books read in class
and storytelling.
ELG: People, Culture and Communities
• Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories,
non-fiction texts and maps;
ELG: The Natural World
• Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals
and plants
• Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and contrasting
environments, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class;
• Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world around them, including
the seasons and changing states of matter.

Expressive Arts and Design
ELG: Creating with Materials

• Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour,
design, texture, form and function;
• Share their creations, explaining the process they have used;
• Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in narratives and stories.
ELG: Being Imaginative and Expressive
• Invent, adapt and recount narratives and stories with peers and their teacher;
• Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and songs; Perform songs, rhymes, poems and
stories with others, and – when appropriate – try to move in time with music.

Curriculum links Key Stage 1
Science KS1: Working Scientifically
• observing closely, using simple equipment
• identifying and classifying
• using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions
Science: Year 1 Plants
• identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees
• identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants,
including trees
Science: Year 1 Animals, including humans
• identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds
and mammals
Science: Year 1 Seasonal changes
• observe changes across the four seasons
Science: Year 2 Living things and their habitats
• identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how
different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants
• identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including
microhabitats
Science: Year 2 Plants
• observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants
• find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow
and stay healthy
Art KS1
• use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
• to use drawing, painting and sculpture
• to develop a wide range of art and design techniques using colour, pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space
• about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the
differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, making links to
their own work
Music KS1
• use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and
rhymes
• listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded
music
• experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using inter-related dimensions of
music
History
• significant historical events, people and places in their own locality

Handling guidelines
We ask that you follow these guidelines in order to look after our boxes and be
Covid-19 secure.

Handling guidelines when using our boxes
There are a few rules to follow when using our loans boxes:
•

Hands must be washed, or hand sanitiser used and they must be
dry before touching items from the box.

•

Please do not use glitter or glue near objects from our boxes.

•

We do not require you to clean any items in the box, but they may be wiped
down if they become dirty.

•

When not in use please store items in the box and keep this in a
secure location.

•

Please do not attempt to open any boxes that are sealed shut.

•

Objects from the loans boxes should be supervised during use and students
should be made aware of how to use them responsibly.

•

Please check all contents have been returned to the box before letting your
class leave the classroom.

•

Any missing or damaged items must be reported immediately
by emailing stem@museumsnorthumberland.org.uk and filling in
the missing/damaged items form.

Covid-19 secure
All schools will have different guidelines with regards to Covid-19 and may
have different bubbles within school. Please follow the guidelines as per your school.
Picking up and dropping off the loans boxes

•

Loans boxes must be picked up and dropped off at the main office at Woodhorn.

•

Boxes should be picked up on a Friday by a member of school staff.

•

Boxes should be returned to the main office on a Friday or Saturday where they
will be stored for 72 hours before being checked by Museums Northumberland
staff.

•

Boxes will then be sealed and the contents untouched for the 72 hours before
they are due for collection by the next school.

Multiple classes
Use between classes is at the discretion of individual schools. Some schools may be
happy to pass resources between classes that are in the same bubble, others may
prefer to leave 72 hours between classes/ bubbles. You will know what works best for
your school!
We ask if multiple classes are using the resource that one person is
responsible the care of the box and its contents to ensure items are not lost.

Risk assessments

Schools should undertake their own risk assessments prior to
using items in the loans boxes. A general assessment of risks is
below:
Hazard

Persons at risk

Precautions

Small items could be a
choke hazard

Students

Use should be
supervised by a
responsible adult

Breakages – sharp edges

Students, teachers and
other staff

Items should be used
under careful supervision.
Students should be
shown how to handle
items carefully before
use.
If breakages occur items
should be removed and
kept out of reach.

Box is heavy - lifting

Teachers and other staff

Box should be lifted
carefully and correctly by
keeping back straight and
bending knees to lift.

Batteries and electrical
equipment - shocks

Students, teachers and
other staff

Batteries should only be
put on charge and
changed in equipment by
a responsible adult.
Students should not
handle the batteries or
should be supervised by
a responsible adult when
using electrical
equipment.

Should any item be
damaged remove from
use immediately.

Feedback form: Loan boxes
Name: ___________________________ Date: _________________
School: _________________________________________________
Which loans box did you borrow: _____________________________
Did you make use of the loans box? Yes/ No
Which year group(s) did you use the box with: __________________

How many students engaged with content from the box: __________
What did you like about the loans box?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
What did you find most useful in the box?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Did the box make you think about new ways to teach STEM?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Do you have any suggestions for improvements for the box?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Nature in Art and Design
Objectives: Knowledge of a range of artists, and materials and techniques. Use a
range of materials when designing and creating.
Nature has been inspiring people for thousands of years, not only
with it’s beauty but also with how well adapted living things are to
their where they live.
By carefully observing these adaptations scientists and engineers
try to work out why they have evolved that way and whether these
findings can help us solve human problems or create new
inventions.
Artists, architects and designers often use nature as inspiration and
studying nature through the lens of art gives a unique appreciation
for the natural world.
What will nature inspire your class to do?
Included in this box are a range of lesson idea cards we have
created with simple activities linking nature, artists and different
techniques and crafts.
These activities can be adapted to last 20 minutes or a full lesson
and can be used however you wish. You can also download a copy
from our website: https://bit.ly/3BZ8H4C
There are lots more ways you could investigate the links between
art and nature with your class. Here are a few ideas:
• Investigate how we use natural resources to make paint
pigments and how these have changed over time. This video
shows how you can use plants to make your own watercolours.
Take care as some may stain! https://bit.ly/3C2lX8v
• Exploring local artists and their nature inspired works
• Explore how some artists use bacteria and fungi to create art in
petri dishes. https://bit.ly/3G8AP7U
• The Nature in Art Museum has a great selection of activities you
could use with your class such as Kandinsky inspired circle trees
https://bit.ly/3aSsE0S

• Look at patterns in nature such as butterfly wings or shapes of
leaves. Do any of them tesselate? Is there any symmetry? What
shapes can you see? Could you create an art piece inspired by
them?
• Find out about famous artists who were inspired by nature such
as Claude Monet, Vincent Van Gogh and Georgia O’Keeffe

Did you know…
Using ideas from nature
is called biomimicry.
Da Vinci studied birds
when trying to create a
flying machine.
Researchers have used
slime moulds to work
out the most efficient
way to plan transport
systems.
https://bit.ly/2XxNrnu
There are paintings of
scientists doing
experiments such as
‘Experiment on a Bird in
the Air Pump’ by
Joseph Wright ‘of
Derby’. This can be
seen at the National
Gallery
https://bit.ly/3ax46u6
The improved shape of
the bullet trains in
Japan was inspired by
a kingfisher.
https://bbc.in/3B100p8
Ants have inspired
scientists in their
development of self
navigating robots.
https://bbc.in/3B2lodp

Nature walks
Objectives: To explore the outdoor world. To identify a range of living things.
To understand that some things change through the seasons.

Challenge your students to become nature detectives and explore the natural
world! Here are some great activity ideas to get them started exploring, looking at
the world up close, and learning to identify what they can see around them.
Sensory walk
Explain to your students you are all going on a sensory walk. Can they
name their senses? Recap what the five senses are. What do they think
we mean by a sensory walk? Plan a route around your school grounds
(or a walk around your local area). Think about the things they might be
able to see, hear, smell and touch during the walk. Can they hear any
birds or insects? What different textures can they find? Why not try out
some of our field recording activities while doing this.

Plant or minibeast hunts
Why not use some of the checklists included in the box to search for and
identify plants and minibeasts that might be found around your school?
Take care when collecting organisms and return their habitats back the
way you found them. If taking the specimens back to the classroom
remember to return them to their habitats afterwards and remember they
are living things so treat them with care.

Bug hunt (make a bug hunt song/ story)
Why not try making up your own story to the rhythm of ‘we’re going on a
bear hunt’ but for bugs or plants?

Looking for patterns
Go for a walk and take some paper/ a sketchbook and pencil with you.
Maybe some wax crayons for rubbings. What patterns can you see?
Perhaps the patterns of a leaf or flower - the shapes of them, or the
patterns of the veins. Sketch the patterns as you go. If there are
interesting textures such as bark or bricks, you could take rubbings.
Why not read Swirl by Swirl and use it as inspiration to look around or
look for spotty or stripey things? Can you use these patterns to inspire
some artwork? Or even link it with camouflage craft activities?

Handy definitions:
Organisms – living
things (plants,
animals, fungi and
bacteria are all living
things!)
Habitat – where an
organism lives
Species– the name
given to organisms of
the same type.
When exploring why
not take our
magnifiers and bug
pots out with you to
get a closer look at
the things you find!

Taking care when exploring nature
• When out exploring remind everyone that they shouldn’t touch plants unless they know
what they are. Some plants can sting or are toxic. They should not eat things they find in
nature unless an adult has confidently identified they are safe.
• There are some plants that it is illegal to pick, and they are protected by law. More
advice can be found here: https://bit.ly/3Bw4PaQ
• Do not leave the magnifiers in direct sunlight or fires could occur. Do not look at the sun
(especially not through any of the equipment.

Nature tourism
Objectives: Discover how some places have been redesigned with nature and tourism
in mind. Understand some ways land can be restored or improved to help wildlife.
Nature and tourism go hand in hand, it could related to stargazing, birdwatching,
photography, hiking, or looking for other wildlife or landmarks. Conducted responsibly it
can improve the local economy, encourage conservation and help our wellbeing. If not
done responsibly the effects can be devastating to the visited areas.
Activities you could try with your class:
• Design a poster advertising a local landmark or nature area. How
can we visit this area responsibly?
• Create a tick list of things to see in your area and share it with
other classes or families at your school to use.
• Look at the activities provided by local forests, nature reserves
and wildlife trusts to attract visitors.
• Share examples of landscape art around the UK such as the
chalk hill pictures in the south
• Research local nature tourism activities such as dolphin or puffin
trips along our coastline or volunteering opportunities with local
wildlife groups or river trusts.
• Talk about why some species are desirable to spot e.g. red
squirrels are only found in certain parts of the country or certain
birds migrating.
• Look at local gardens and how they have been designed e.g.
Alnwick Gardens. Do they have tourists or nature in mind?

Did you know…
Many of the nature
reserves in the North
East were the sites of
former coal mines and
other industry. They
have had their habitats
restored to create
havens for wildlife.
Northumberlandia is
known as the lady of the
north and is a giant
landform sculpture
created as part of the
restoration of the
Shotton surface coal
mine. She was designed
by architect and artist
Charles Jencks.
Around 30,000 people
per year explore the
section of Hadrian’s Wall
near Steel Rigg in
Northumberland.

Jobs to explore:
• Conservation
biologist
• Ecologist
• Habitat restoration
engineer
• Outdoor artist
• Landscape designer
• Ranger

Image of Northumberlandia: Gianfranco Mirizzi via flickr

Naturalists and Illustrators
Objectives: Understand that some seeds are dispersed by wind. Be aware of the
factors that may affect how far a wind-dispersed seed might travel
Creating detailed drawings has always been an important
part of scientific research and recording. In the past this
would be done by the scientists themselves, however in
modern times it is more likely that scientists and publishers
may work with artists instead.
Artists and illustrators might be commissioned to create
pictures and diagrams for textbooks, journals, websites and
other publications.
Why not try the following activities with your class:
• Collecting specimens on a walk or bringing in some plants
for your students to create still life drawings ? You could
try using different types of media to create your pictures
such as charcoal, coloured pencils or paints.
• Finding out about current local and national artists who
focus on nature in their work
• Creating a colour chart and taking it out on a walk. Get
your students to find something for each of the colours.
• Linking our historical naturalists with history or science
topics
• Collecting flowers and leaves and preserving them using
flower pressing techniques
• Taking rubbings of different types of leaves and comparing
them, you could also try bark samples from different trees
and other natural textures

Botanical Artists
There are many places
you can look to find
excellent examples of
modern day botanical
artists.
The Society of
Botanical Artists is a
great place to look at
contemporary botanical
illustrators
https://bit.ly/3aukcEO

Helen Poremba is a
Northumberland based
artist who works with
textiles to create
images of plants
https://bit.ly/2YDH3Lq
Fiona Grey is based in
Newcastle and creates
botanical prints and 3d
impressions of plants
https://bit.ly/3oS1Cik
A selection of botanical
artists from the UK can
be found here
https://bit.ly/2YGDbK0

• Using the microscopes to get a zoomed in view of the
detail on natural objects and try sketching them. Feathers
and leaves make great examples!
Botanical illustration resources
House of Illustration has a great guide to botanical illustration aimed at schools
https://bit.ly/3DA3QqV
The Great Exhibition Road Festival has a recorded 1 hour workshop on plant life
drawing suitable for children aged 5+ https://bit.ly/2YF8iVT

Historical naturalists
Nature is all around us, and there are many influential scientists throughout history
who have studied nature in the North East. Many of them recorded what they studied
by creating drawings in great detail. Here are some prominent examples with local
links to Newcastle and Northumberland.

1500s

1700s

1800s

1800s
1900s

1900s

William Turner was born in Morpeth around 1508 and is considered the father of
English botany. He studied plants and their uses and was the first person to write a
book about them in English.
Lady Emma Tankerville was possibly one of the most important female contributors
to early modern botanical science at a time when science was considered a male
interest. She was a botanist, artist and collector. She divided her time living between
Chillingham Castle in Northumberland and Walton House in Surrey. Her collections
are now kept at Kew Gardens.
The Natural History Society of Northumbria has had many prominent members too.
John Hancock, his brother Albany and his sister Mary all studied the natural
world. They were instrumental in setting up what is now the Great North Museum in
Newcastle in 1884 and John is considered the father of modern taxidermy.
Margaret Rebecca Dickinson was a botanist from Northumberland She spent
around 30 years of her life making detailed records of the plants she found and
painted them in great detail using watercolours. We have included some examples of
her work in our loan box. A larger online catalogue of images can be found here:
https://bit.ly/3ArsXKl
Marie Victoire Lebour was a marine biologist, born in Northumberland in 1876. She
studied in Newcastle in the early 1900s and her research began with land and
freshwater molluscs. She later moved to Plymouth and studied microplankton,
discovering 28 new species. Examples of her illustrations can be found here:
https://bit.ly/3iM88DB

Turners illustration of a mandrake

Watercolour by Margaret
Dickinson

Nature Photography
Objectives: Development of an appreciation of the natural world through photography.
Increased awareness of the usefulness of photography of the natural world.
In the past many scientists studying the natural world would record
what they found in detail by drawing. With the invention of
photography and video, new ways have developed to record the
natural world.
Photography can stir many emotions within us, it can help us
appreciate the world around us as we look for that key detail, scene
or unique angle to capture. Photography can also give us insight into
what is happening around the world and photo journalists can
highlight important issues we may not otherwise be aware of.

Wildlife photography competitions
Why not share some of the images from wildlife photography
competitions your students and get them to reflect on what they
think the picture shows, how it makes them feel and why they think
the photographer chose to take that photo. Students could choose
their favourite and even have a go at taking their own photos. Here
are some of our favourites:
Wildlife Photographer of the Year
An annual wildlife photography competition from the National History
Museum. There are many categories including photos by children,
photojournalism, environment and different types of plants and
animals. https://bit.ly/3DsE4oo

Photography is a great
example of linking
creativity with STEM.
Whether it is the
development of the
technology used, or
looking into proportions
in photos such as the
rule of thirds or the
golden ratio.
We have created some
golden ratio viewfinders
for your students to use.
They could look for
scenes or use them on
pictures to find swirls.
Why not create photo
frames with your
students and look
through them while out
on a walk (or use some
we have provided).

Comedy Wildlife Photographer of the Year
These photos will certainly entertain your students and get them to
think about the animals within them. Why not get students to create
a story around one of these images?
https://bit.ly/3AvqFtY
Nikon’s Small World
This showcases amazing photography through a microscope
including scales on a butterfly wing, cells and blood vessels in a
mouse eye. https://bit.ly/2YMNRH3
Why not try some zoomed in photography with your class
using our USB microscopes!
Craig P. Burrows specialised in ultra violet induced fluorescence
and false colour infrared photography to get a unique perspective
on the natural world. Check out his work at https://bit.ly/3lDHzSW

Jobs to explore
• Photojournalist https://bit.ly/3FCdlHN
• Wildlife photographer https://bit.ly/3DujoMH
• Photographer https://bit.ly/3mH4Jac

Plants
Objectives: Be able to identify parts of a plant. Describe what
plants need in order to grow and survive.
Parts of a plant
• Create plant part labels and get students to label real plants
with them
• Gather a selection of fruit and vegetables and get students to
identify which part of a plant they are from
• Find out about unusual plants such as insect eating plants –
how are their parts adapted for this?
• Use the fabric leaves to explore shape or colour.
• Find out how water moves in plants by doing an experiment
with food colouring and celery. You could then slice the celery
and have a look at it under the microscopes
https://bit.ly/3B5V4Pu

What do plants need in order to grow
Plants need light, water and a suitable temperature to grow. You
can demonstrate this by keeping a selection of plants in different
conditions and comparing them. At the start of the experiment get
students to inspect the plants to make sure they are healthy then
move the plants to different conditions. You could:
• Keep plants on a sunny windowsill
• Keep one plant somewhere dark such as a cupboard
• Keep one plant somewhere cold such as a fridge (remember
this plant will also then be in the dark too though!)
• Try watering plants different amounts – do students think there
is a right amount of water?

Bulbs
A great way to observe bulbs is to try growing some garlic.
Split a bulb of garlic into cloves and place in a shallow dish
with a little water. Within a few days you will be able to see
roots forming and leaves sprouting.
These can then be planted in the ground or a container and
will take 6 – 9 months to grow. They are ready to pull up when
half the leaves have dried out. Once pulled up you will be able
to see lots of cloves clustered in the bulb.

Did you know…
Plants have adapted in
lots of amazing ways!
The spikes on cacti are
actually their leaves!
They help to protect
the plants. Some cacti
spines can be up to
15cm long.
The coco-de-Mer or
double coconut is the
largest seed in the
world!
Some flowers have
details only visible in
ultra violet (UV) light.
Insects are able to see
UV as well light visible
to humans, so plants
will look quite different
to them. Try using UV
light (from the torch or
clip on microscope) to
look at plants with your
students!
Seaweed looks like a
plant but is in fact an
algae. It has no roots,
stems or leaves!

Life cycles
Objectives: Describe the life cycles of some plants and animals. Describe what plants
need in order to grow and survive.
Why not try these activities with your class:
• Collect plants such as dandelions or strawberries at different
stages of their life cycle and create some life cycle art with them
• Sprout seeds such as chia or cress seeds in a shallow dish and
use the microscopes to take a closer look over a few days to
see how they change.

• Practice measuring skills by getting students to record the
height of their seedlings as they grow. Cress is fast growing
and very handy for this.
• Trap a bean or pea in an old cd case with a piece of kitchen roll
on one side to see how it sprouts. The bean models in the box
can also illustrate this too.
• Take photos each day to create a time-lapse or stop motion of
your plants growing? See our links for some suggested apps.

• Try out our helicopter seed investigations.
• Find out how different seeds are dispersed in different ways.

Get growing!
Why not try growing
some unusual plants with
your class or looking at
how plants can grow back
after being harvested.
This video shows how you
can easily grow an plant
from the seed of a storebought avocado. Why not
turn it into your class pet?
https://bit.ly/3FGYIms
Have a look at the
growing activities in the
STEM activity booklet
included in the box for
some great ideas for your
class to try.

• Find out about other ways plants reproduce such as potato
tubers or strawberry runners or try taking cuttings of plants.
• Order some caterpillars and watch them grow – Insectlore are a
reputable supplier of painted lady caterpillars and other
minibeasts for schools. Try singing the butterfly life cycle song
https://bit.ly/2ZcAiAw
• For schools in Newcastle the Tyne Rivers Trust can provide
Salmon and Mayfly life cycle activities https://bit.ly/3v1w3nc

Jobs to explore
• Botanist
• Entomologist
• Soil scientist

Get active!
Try acting out the life cycle of a plant using these actions:
❖ Seed – crouch down on the floor as small as possible
❖ Germination – move one hand slowly up and one leg out slightly to represent the seed
sprouting
❖ Growth – slowly stand up and stretch your arms to show the plant growing
❖ Flower – move your head around as plants turn to face the sun
❖ Seeds – depending on your plant your seeds may disperse in different ways. If you are a
sycamore your seeds will blow along and spin in the ground. Dandelion seeds would float
along. Pea seeds would burst out of their pods. Coconut seeds may float along in water.
❖ Seasons – if your students are being a tree they could act out the leaves growing in the
spring and falling in the autumn.

You could also try acting out other life cycles such as a butterfly or frog!

Investigate: Spinning seeds
Objectives: Understand that some seeds are dispersed by wind. Be aware of the
factors that may affect how far a wind-dispersed seed might travel
Seeds disperse in man different ways. In this activity students can explore how
seeds are dispersed by wind. This activity replicates seeds such as sycamore
seeds as they spin like helicopter blades.
There are two different ways you could create spinning seeds to test
depending on the ability of your students.

Method 1
1. Cut out the helicopter template around the edges and along the dashed
lines.
2. Fold the two bottom edges inwards along the solid lines and secure in
place with some Sellotape or glue.
3. Fold the top flaps over so they become blades for your helicopter
seeds.
4. Attach a paperclip or other weight to the bottom of your helicopter.
5. Throw your helicopter in the air and watch it spin to the ground.

Method 2 ( simpler approach)
1. Cut a long thin rectangle and draw two lines on it as here:
2. Snip the two short lines, curl the paper round and slot the two snipped
lines together. This makes your paper into a fish shape.
3. Drop your seed and watch it spin to the ground.
Here is a great video demonstrating method 2: https://bit.ly/3FxsjPv

Investigate!
Turn this activity into an investigation by choosing something to change about the helicopter
and testing it to see whether this changes how it flies.
You should first choose what you are going to measure. You could measure:
• how far from you the helicopter travels
• the speed it spins (colour one wing and count the rotations)
• How long it takes to hit the ground (try counting or using a stopwatch)
Remember to only change one thing (variable) about your helicopter in each experiment to
keep the test fair. Here are some variables you could test:
➢ the shape of the wings

➢ width of the stem or wings

➢ height the seed is dropped from

➢ using a fan to create different wind speeds

➢ length of the stem or wings

➢ Adding weights to the stem

Cross curricular links: maths topics such as taking measurements and recording data

How to use our microscopes
Each of the microscopes in our box have their own instructions included but
here is a quick start guide for each. Please read the instructions and safety
guidance for each before use.

Zooming
dial

Eyepiece
LED switch

60x – 120x Zoom Pocket
Microscopes
These microscopes are great for use in
the classroom or taking outdoors to get a
close up look at nature!
1. Place the viewing object directly
below the lens.
2. Press the LED switch to turn on the
light.
3. Adjust the zooming dial to the desired
level of magnification
4. Rotate the focusing ring until the
image is clear.
5. Don’t forget to turn off the LED when
finished!

Focusing
ring

Lens

LED
light
switch

Camera Eyepiece

Universal Clip-type LED
Microscope
1. Clip the microscope over the camera
lens of your device. Open the camera
app on the device to check it is lined
up properly.
2. Twist the LED switch to turn on the
light (one way is a UV light and the
other way a white LED).

Clip to
attach to
phone or
tablet
Focusing
barrel

Magnified image of
the table taken using
this microscope!

3. Place sample on a flat surface below
the lens.
4. Adjust the focusing barrel up by
pulling or down to get a clear image.
5. Don’t forget to turn off the LED when
finished!

Object Lens
Try using the UV light option on
flowers to see if there are hidden
details that only insects would
normally see. Can you see anything
else that glows under UV?

Jiusion USB Microscope
This microscope can be used in a number of ways. It has adaptors so it can be used with a
USB or micro-USB connection.
Using the in-built camera app.
If your computer has an in-built camera app you should be able to plug the USB microscope in
and use it like a webcam. The snap and zoom functions do not work in this mode.
1. Remove the lens cap
2. Place the viewing object directly below the
lens.
3. Press the LED switch to turn on the light.
4. Rotate the focusing wheel until the image is
clear.
5. Don’t forget to turn off the LED when
finished!
Using with the software
There are a number of types of software
provided via disk which will allow the extra
functions of the microscope to be used. These
are also available to download here along with
a step by step guide to installation and use:
https://www.jiusion.com/art/microscope
Using the software will allow you to zoom in
using the microscope to allow for further
magnification, measure and take snapshots of
what you are looking at too.

Activity idea: Take some pictures through
the microscope before class and get your
students to identify what they think they
are.

How to view the slides
Included in this loan box are four boxes of prepared
slides of animal and plant parts. They can be used with
any of the microscopes included in the box but will be
seen best using the USB microscope. For best results
view the slides with a white background underneath.
Simply place the slide under the microscopes as show in
the slide instructions.
The samples on the slides are quite small but can be
seen in side the clear circles.

Listening to nature
Objectives: Development of listening skills. Increased awareness of how we
can use technology to record nature. Identification of different animals.
If we take the time to stop and listen to our environment, we
will hear all sorts of sounds from manmade sounds like
traffic or roadworks to nature sounds like birds tweeting or
insects chirping.
Why not try some of these activities with your class:
•

•

•

Play some bird songs for your students and get them to
learn what each bird sounds like. Can they hear the
difference between different birds? Wildlife trusts have bird
song clips on their website https://bit.ly/3arDcE6
Show students how our ears collect sound waves;
sometimes field recordists will make a dish to put their
microphone in to help it collect sounds just like our ears! Try
making your own sound collecting dishes – you could use
them with your ears like an ear trumpet or put a microphone
in the middle as shown here: https://bit.ly/3axgMRG
Take your students out on a listening walk. What can they
hear? Are there any sounds they do not recognise? You
could stop at more than one location and write a list of the
things they hear then compare them. They could record
sounds while they are there just like a field recordist would.

•

Sound art is art made of sounds. This 30 minute lesson gets
students to be sound artists themselves https://bit.ly/2Z9bfyY

•

This video from the BBC is a great way to get your students
listening to outdoor sounds and using their imaginations.
Includes lesson plan ideas for EYFS and KS1.
https://bbc.in/30P9RBV

Did you know…
People who record the
sounds in our environment
are called Field
Recordists.
They do this for lots of
reasons: to monitor noise
levels, for use in video
games or films as sound
effects or to monitor animal
species in a certain
location.
Some people use these
sounds and incorporate
them into a musical
composition or to create a
soundscape to meditate to!

Chris Watson is a sound
recordist from Sheffield who
has lots of sample
recordings on his website
that you could share with
your class:
https://bit.ly/3vi5bQl

The Dawn Chorus
The dawn chorus is the sound of birds singing just before dawn. It is most noticeable in spring
as this is when birds are trying to attract a mate or defend their territory. There is also a dusk
chorus, though this is quieter. The first Sunday in May is International Dawn Chorus Day. On
this day people across the world get up early to listen to the dawn chorus.
Different birds sing at different times – a bit like an orchestra playing a piece of music. The first
birds you’ll hear are likely to be robins, blackbirds and thrushes. This will depend where you are
and what species live there though! This is a 5 minute recording of a dawn chorus on YouTube:
https://bit.ly/3iUqSRe

You could try researching different countries with your class to see what sort of birds they would
hear in their dawn choruses.
More information on the dawn chorus can be found here: https://bit.ly/3Bzne6B

Nature inspired music
Objectives: Development of listening skills. Discover that many musicians and
composers have been inspired by nature. Perform songs and expressive use of voice.
Experiment with sounds.
The natural world has been a great source of inspiration for composers and musicians
of all genres. Here are some activities and ideas to try out with your students:
• Call and Response: The Littlest Worm is a great song to introduce
your students to singing call and response and shows expressive
use of tempo. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muM749nsERc
• La Cucaracha is a Spanish song all about a cockroach. Singing bell
has English and Spanish versions to teach your class
https://bit.ly/3jntC9V
• Listen to the soundscapes from Bug Music by David Rothenbur.
What insects can you hear? https://bit.ly/3E52Bjx
Local links
• The Lambton Worm tells the tale of a worm on Wearside and is a
good opportunity to explore local folklore and dialect. Context
https://bit.ly/3B2r3Aq Song:
• Salmon Tails Up the Water is a local traditional tune from the North
East. Listen carefully to the tune – can you hear when the salmon
leap? https://bit.ly/3B2820N
Popular Music
• What a Wonderful World - Louis Armstrong
• Blackbird - The Beatles
• Fireflies – Owl City
We have created a YouTube playlist of music inspired by nature and songs
your students will love. It can be found here: https://bit.ly/3po7BMh

Classical music
Classics for kids has
short podcast
episodes and
accompanying activity
sheets suitable for
primary age children
https://bit.ly/3B9xAsW
Prokofiev created
Peter and the Wolf. It
has a script and each
animal has a motif that
your students can
respond to with an
action.
The Wasps by Ralph
Vaughan Williams
was written in 1909 to
accompany a
production of an
ancient Greek play
called ‘The Wasps’.
https://bit.ly/3vypCZc

BBC music resources
The BBC has some great ready to use music resources and lesson plans for EYFS
and KS1 using songs inspired by nature.
• Vaughan Williams – Lark Ascending. A series of lesson plans looking at pitch, outdoor
sounds,using instruments to make different sounds singing and creating a picture of a bird
https://bbc.in/3C7KFnQ
• Vivaldi’s Four Seasons: students to draw the music and think about weather and changing
seasons https://bbc.in/3C5DkVN
• A winter themed song ‘The Cold Wind Blows’ linked to seasons, soundscapes and parachute
games https://bbc.in/3Gaqk3S
• Andy’s animal raps –the wild wild woods is all about the things you find in woodlands
https://bbc.in/3jqMkO3
• Oats and beans and barley grow – a nursery rhyme. Get your students to sing along and do
the actions in time https://bbc.in/3B3xvHp
• Dancing with the Elements – a series of dances to pieces of classical music linked to air,
water, fire and earth. Includes activity suggestions to use with students https://bbc.in/2ZcwI9y

Further resources and links
ID Guides
Here are some great child friendly ID guides to use with your students. There are printed,
laminated copies of most of these included in the box already:
• Woodland Trust - Has a great selection of ID guides for kids including trees, leaves, twigs,
blossom, and fruit, nuts and seeds. They are downloadable and free to use for education
purposes https://bit.ly/30hT1LN
• Discover the Wild – Lovely illustrated picture ID sheets to download for fungi, moths, wasps,
tree buds, shells and leaves https://bit.ly/3lwo5iZ
• Forestry England – have lots of ID resources to download and print as well as lesson ideas
such as forest yoga, tree top trumps and natural materials activities https://bit.ly/3aqegwL
• Plantlife – many different guides and educational resources filter the list using the
‘Publication Type’ dropdown box to get their school resources https://bit.ly/3BBZMFW
• Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland – Further ID guides and advice. Less child friendly
but great for background information. https://bit.ly/3Bw4PaQ

Getting involved (Citizen Science)
There are lots of opportunities to contribute to science by sending in records of your wildlife
sightings.
• Ladybird and other surveys https://bit.ly/3v0h11b
• RSPB Big garden bird watch https://bit.ly/3oNktv3
• Big butterfly count https://bit.ly/3v1yXs9

Trees around the world
If you would like to compare trees from around the world with your students here are some great
examples.
• Quaking Aspen – One root system with lots of clones (USA): https://youtu.be/P22BZXXquJ4
• Mangrove Trees – amazing root systems for a water dwelling tree (USA):
https://youtu.be/uGmaeRIk5JU
• Coastal Redwoods and Giant Sequoias – the largest trees in the world (USA):
https://youtu.be/Hmhb2vmEnvA
• Petrified wood – How trees were fossilised (USA): https://youtu.be/rt7p6s6IKSk
• Cherry Blossom - Each year there is a festival when these trees bloom (Japan):
https://youtu.be/WDy4ciwgLTc
• Baobab Trees – also known as the tree of life (Madagascar):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebOLqfeFhg0
• Types of trees for Kids – a lesson from Twinkl (UK): https://youtu.be/uSyOei5bHAg

Minibeasts
• Nat Geo Kids has a great insect playlist on YouTube https://bit.ly/3oNkyil
• Bumblebee Conservation Trust has lots of useful curriculum resources
https://bit.ly/3BJ6f1Z

Further resources and links
Online stories
A selection of story books you could read with your class or watch together online.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Goodbye Summer Hello Autumn by Kenard Pak https://youtu.be/SEuyPEgUNdk
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle https://youtu.be/75NQK-Sm1YY
The Very Quiet Cricket by Eric Carle https://youtu.be/YdiGEjz5b0Q
Anywhere Artist by Nikki Slade Robinson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjakmyVYGNA
Snail Trail – A journey through Modern Art by Jo Saxton https://youtu.be/cMKIBoDsWuc
Matisse’s magical trail by Tim Hopgood and Sam Boughton
Caterpillar shoes animated story https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYa6OLQHrEc&t=3s

Creative activities
Stop motion apps
https://www.wallaceandgromit.com/news/download-new-aardman-animator-app
Stop motion studio
Other apps are available too…

House of Illustration
This website has some great activities to try with your class including:
• Texture Trees: “Create a pop-up forest using recycled material” https://bit.ly/3jeEqqQ
• Habitat headdresses: “Create wearable sculptures inspired by urban wildlife”
https://bit.ly/3jiBJVj
• Sky Garden: “Create an air-drying mobile using real flowers” https://bit.ly/3DMpkAW
• Botanical Illustration https://bit.ly/3DA3QqV
Natural History Museum
Pressing Flowers https://bit.ly/3DrXcmv

Nature Careers
These websites are great for finding out further information on STEM careers:
• www.nustem.uk/primarycareers
• www.nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/
• https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles

Nature careers
Careers

Arborist

Botanist

Ecologist

Entomologist

What people in this career do
An arborist studies trees including their growth and how to cultivate
them. They will manage and study individual trees and check the trees
heath. They will monitor how the tree reacts to being pruned or
diseases.
Botanists study plants - this could be their physiological features,
adaptations or evolutionary history. They might even focus on the uses
of plants for food or medicine.
Ecologists study ecosystems and the relationship between plants,
animals and the environment. They often specialize in a particular type
of habitats e.g. freshwater or marine life. Ecologists might monitor
certain species such as bats or be involved in policy making or habitat
management.

Entomologists are interested in insects, their behaviour and their
relationship with other organisms. They might research pollination, food
chains and how to conserve species. Alternatively, they might be
interested in how to prevent pests or stop the spread of disease or use
insects for medical or forensic purposes.

Environmental scientists study the effects of human activity on the
Environmental environment. They conduct tests to collect data which they will then
Scientist
analyze. They might monitor the quality of the air, soil or water in an
area. They may also trace the source of pollution if they find a
contaminated area.

Naturalist

Scientific
Illustrator

Soil scientist

Naturalists are biologists who are interested in the relationships
between different living species and also their environment. They might
be interested in how and why things have adapted the way they have.
They mostly work out in the field taking notes, photos and written
records to be analyzed.
Scientific illustrators create images of scientific subjects that are highly
accurate. They use technical art and communication skills and scientific
observations to create their images. They might produce illustrations or
diagrams for educational books or journals, instructions or online use.
Soil scientists study the upper few metres of the Earth’s crust. They
might work in an office or do fieldwork. They analyse different types of
soils. This can be important for growing crops, conservation and
measuring biodiversity (how many things live in an area). 

Wildlife photographers document living things in their natural habitat.
They often travel a lot as part of their work. They need to be patient in
Wildlife
photographer order to capture the perfect photograph. Their photographs might be
used in books, magazines, online or in other media.

